
 Totally Gluten Free Bakery 
 Cake Price List 

 Please give us as much notice as possible when placing a cake order with us. 

 8” Round, 2 Layers -  $40.00. 
 -  This cake will include a fully iced cake with any writing of the customers choosing, 

 buttercream piping on the top and bottom of the cake in the colors of the customers 
 choosing. as well as sprinkles. Any themes, specific designs and things of this nature we 
 will have to charge the design fee. 

 -  Design Fee Minimum $10.00 - This includes any kind of theme that will take the cake 
 decorator extra time to do on the cake. 

 -  Every extra layer $15.00 
 -  Any filling between layers $5.00- $10.00 
 -  If the cake requires us to purchase toys, specialty cake boards, extra baking as in 

 cookies, donuts, ect. or anything used to put on or decorate the cake, the customer is 
 required to pay for the full cost of the product, at cost. ( We will not be making money on 
 these items ) 

 ¼ Slab, 2 layers - $60.00 
 -  This cake will include a fully iced cake with any writing of the customers choosing, 

 buttercream piping on the top and bottom of the cake in the colors of the customers 
 choosing. as well as sprinkles. Any themes, specific designs and things of this nature we 
 will have to charge the design fee. 

 -  Design Fee minimum $15.00 - This includes any kind of theme that will take the cake 
 decorator extra time to do on the cake. 

 -  We do not offer a third layer due to the weight of the cake, causing it to crack. 
 -  Any filling between layers $10.00-$20.00. 
 -  If the cake requires us to purchase toys, specialty cake boards, extra baking as in 

 cookies, donuts, ect, or anything used to put on or decorate the cake, the customer is 
 required to pay for the full cost of the product, at cost. ( We will not be making money on 
 these items ) 

 6” single layer is $15.00. Extra layer is $10.00. 

 Custom cake sizing is available upon request. 

 Any additional allergies we do our best to accommodate, but we do ask for the cake orders to 
 be placed at least one week in advance, but as much notice as possible is appreciated. If you 
 need your cake sooner give us a call at 403-789-8432 and we will do our best to fit it in our 
 schedule, thank you! 



 Cake Flavors: 
 -  Vanilla (Available in dairy and egg free) 
 -  Chocolate (Available in dairy free and egg free) 

 These flavors are only available with at least a 1 week notice: 
 -  Carrot (Available in dairy free) 
 -  Lemon (Available in dairy and egg free) 
 -  Lemon Almond (Available in dairy free) 
 -  Mocha (Available in dairy and egg free) 
 -  Red Velvet (Not available in dairy or egg free) 
 -  Brown Sugar Cinnamon (Dairy and egg free) 

 *We do not offer marble due to our chocolate and vanilla baking at different rates* 

 Icing Flavors: 
 -  Vanilla buttercream (Dairy Free) 
 -  Chocolate buttercream (Dairy Free) 
 -  Lemon buttercream (Dairy Free) 
 -  Mocha buttercream (Dairy free) 
 -  Brown Sugar cinnamon (Dairy Free) 

 Other flavors available upon request. 

 Fillings: These prices reflect an 8” round cake 
 -  Chocolate pudding - $5.00 
 -  Vanilla pudding - $5.00 
 -  Mixed berries -$10.00 
 -  Lemon curd -$10.00 
 -  Raspberry filling -$5.00 
 -  Strawberry filling -$5.00 
 -  Cherry filling -$5.00 

 Other fillings upon request. 


